Simplify copying ID cards

ADF Card Copy

Business Challenge:
Solving the inherent problems of copying two-sided identification cards.
- Paper waste
- Workflow inefficiency
- Poor, illegible quality

Lexmark’s Solution:
Automatic Document Feeder Card Copy is an easy way to make a copy of ID card or credit card information using the ADF on your Lexmark multifunction device. The solution captures an image of each side of the card, then enlarges the images and assembles them into a one-page file for printing, emailing or routing to a network location, such as a shared folder.

Features

Two-sided cards
Copying both sides of an identification card is quick and easy. Simply place the card face down into the ADF and adjust the guides. Then press Scan.

Easy-to-use interface
The touch screen displays clear instructions and allows you to adjust contrast and scale.

Single page
Presents both sides of the card, clearly and legibly, on a single page. When multiple cards need to be copied, use the multi-card option. Up to four cards can be displayed per page.

Ideal for:
- Government visa applications
- Bank account openings
- Mortgage applications
- Hotel check-in documentation
- Guest access to high-security buildings

What are the advantages of ADF Card Copy?

Saves paper
- Prints two sides of an ID card on one side of a sheet of paper.

Saves time
- ID scans are easy to store and retrieve.

Simplifies copying
- As quick as a touch of the icon and three easy steps.

Improves the quality of critical documentation
- Displays card information in an enlarged format for improved legibility.

GETTING STARTED
ADF Card Copy requires the MFP to have a minimum of 256MB RAM.
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